
 
 

 
 
 
 
                     Not Knit Dishcloth 
                                                 This pattern was designed by Elisabeth Desamour, owner of Desamour Designs. We 

have made  every effort to ensure that these instructions are accurate and complete. 
We cannot, however, be responsible for human error, typographical mistakes, or 
variations in individual work. This product is intended solely for non-commercial 
home use. Reproduction or distribution of this publication is prohibited unless 
specially authorized. This includes, but is not limited to, any form of reproduction or 
distribution on or through the Internet, including posting, scanning, or email 
transmission. 
Items made from this pattern may be sold in small quantities, but wholesale is 
prohibited. Please give the designer credit. 

 

    Instagram @desamourdesigns 
                                              Facebook: facebook.com/desamourdesigns 

        Pinterest: pinterest.com/desamourdesigns 
                                              Etsy:etsy.com/shop/desamourdesigns 
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Materials: 90 yds of worsted weight (4) yarn . I used Playdate from Onyx Fiber Arts. Scissors. 6mm/US J10 hook.  

Abbreviations  
ch= Chain 
tps= Tunisian Purl Stitch 
Tss= Tunisian Simple Stitch 
yo= Yarn Over 
St= Stitch 
 
Tunisian Purl Stitch (Tps)- Bring yarn to front, insert hook in next vertical bar, bring yarn to back under hook, wrap 
around hook from back to front, draw yarn through st (purl made). 

Tunisian Simple Stitch (Tss)- insert hook from right to left behind single vertical thread. Yo hook, draw loop through 
and leave on hook, unless otherwise stated, the hook is always inserted in this way. 

Basic Return Row- Step 1: Yo, draw through 1 loop, (this ch forms the edge st).  Yo, and draw through 2 loops. Repeat 
step 2 until 1 loop remains on hook. Do not turn. The loop left on the hook is the 1st st of the next row. 

Note: You may choose to create this pattern with one color (Main color MC) or with a contrasting color (CC) as shown 
in my photos. If you choose to add a CC, attach at row 20. 

Instructions 

Ch 41. 

R1 (FP): Tss in each st. 

(RP): work off all loops as in basic return row. 

R2 (FP): Tps in each st. 
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(RP): work off all loops as in basic return row. 

R3-R32: Repeat row 2 FP and RP. 

Bind off. 

Block your dishcloth and show it off! 

Yay!!! You just made your first tunisian crochet pattern! Pat yourself in the back and share it on IG and FB. 
Tag me in your post or stories for a chance to be featured: Instagram: @desamourdesigns  

Facebook: Facebook.com/desamourdesigns #desamourdesigns  
This is an original pattern from Desamour Designs, ©2020. Please do not reprint, repost, or sell any parts of this pattern, but feel free to link back to my website or 

shop. You are welcome to sell finished items made from this pattern, but kindly link back to my website. Send questions to desamouravecamour@gmail.com.  
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